
Mixed “Trophy Bowls”
Introduction
As a club Burnside is very conscious of the gap which exists in our 
playing programme , This gap ocurrs when events of significance are 
being held, with members not involved in the event remaining on the 
bank without a game The players on the bank may well include new and 
junior bowlers.
We are talking about the number of members varying from say between
say 12 and 25 ?
This numbers involved is very likely to vary, emphasising the importance
to have flexibilty / simplicity of concept plus of cource the enjoyment 
factor

Summary of the present structure
The introduction of Festival Bowls some 8 to 10 years ago has proved 
to be an important and enjoyable component to the Burnside Calendar 
both from a bowling and social perspective
The overall focus of Festival Bowls is to be socially competitive 
operating on one to two greens accommodating say  between 48 to 60 
mixed players plus on a given date 
Entry fee of $3 is returned to the players in total as prizes

Idea for the future
To assist filling the gap we suggest the introduction of the following 
format     The Format will be known as 

Mixed “ Trophy Bowls”
To be held at specific and regular times throughout the season  The 
card system will be used as it does for Festival Bowls.
To be flexible Triples will most times be the preferred format, this is 
a good option to support new players starting the game of bowls
No Entry Fee    No prizes    Winner of the day will be presented with 
the “Trophy “in the lounge at the end of play by the Club Captain or 
President  This is similar to “ Player of the day.”



The target for the day will be 4 rinks with a minimum of 3 Rinks
Conditions of play  will be 
Start at 1.30 pm 
3 games of 8 completed ends or 1 hour 10 minutes   Game Three will 
finish no later than 4.30 pm
We have a document covering a wide range of format options with the 
intention being at ensure interest 
I have checked and confirmed the printed draw and result cards are 
available for 3 / 4 / 5 /6 rinks etc
We reconfirm the need for flexibilty with the daily format   Our wish 
is to include everybody  
Dress Code Mufti

Manpower
We will require a “ bunch “of  keen willing members to be convenors of 
the Mixed “Trophy Bowls “ with each convenor  being  on duty for 
hopefully one or two sessions only . It is vital we share the load
Suggest entries close at 4.00pm on the Friday 
We very much need to be organized hence the entry close of time of 
4 pm on the Friday prior to the event
Convenor of the day will be assisted in organising the printing of cards 
etc etc, As entry money or prizes are not involved there is no reason 
for the convenor not to be involved playing on the day.
There is one point we wish reconfirm    
Events of this nature must be enjoyable and good fun for every body
If you able to be part of the organizing team for Mixed Trophy Bowls 
please either email me on  mort.pauline@xtra.co.nz or place your name 
on the lists now in the match rooms
You will find attached the scheduled dates for Mixed Trophy Bowls plus
Festival Bowls and Super Saturday
Looking forward to your response 
Kind regards

Mort
15th Augsust 2016
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